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A non-empty finite collection V of non-empty finite sets is intenzally coverable 
iff there exists an asymmetric binary relation P OII u{C: C E W) such that C _C 
(x: yPx for some y  E C} for all CE V. Necessary and sticient conditions 
for internal coverability in terms of “bad sets” are specified for all V with 
) V: j < 5. Relationships between internal coverability and aspects of tofir- 
naments are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let %? be a non-empty finite set of non-empty finite sets, and iiet 
X = (j (C: C E %T}. With P a binary relation on X, and with YL X, Bet 
P(Y) = {x: yPx for some y E Y}. We shall say that %T is internally c~v~~a~~~ 
iff there is an asymmetric binary relation P on X such that 
c c P(C), for all C E %?, 
and in this case we say that P internahy covers ST?, 
The flavor of this notion can be illustrated as follows: Let X denote a set 
of individuals or teams and interpret xPy as “X beats y.” With a collection 
of non-empty subsets of X whose union equals X, V is internally coverable 
if and only if it is possible to construct an asymmetric on X such that, 
for each set C in the collection G?, each team in 6: is beaten by some other 
team in C. This requires of course that / C / > 2 for all C E %‘:. 
The simplest example of a $7 with j C 1 > 3 for all C that is mot ~~terual~~ 
coverable is provided by the “bad set” 
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which consists of three three-element subsets from X = (a, b, c, x}. If g0 
were internally coverable, then for x to be beaten in each of its three sets 
we require at least two of the three ordered pairs from {(a, x), (b, x), (c, x)} 
to be in P; but if, for example aPx and bPx, then one of a and b will not be 
beaten by another element in (a, b, x>. Consequently, L%,, is not internally 
coverable. As noted later (Theorems 3 and 4), a collection W with either 
three or four sets is internally coverable iff / C / >, 3 for each C E V and 
no three-set subcollection of V is isomorphic to G$, . 
This will be proved in Sections 4 and 5 following a characterization in 
Section 4 of all Q? with 1 %? 1 < 5 that are internally coverable. Background 
for the proofs is developed in Section 3, where the internal coverability of 
V is related to the internal coverability of subsets (subcollections) of V. 
The next section relates internal coverability to several aspects of tour- 
naments (complete and asymmetric digraphs). 
2. TOURNAMENTS 
Since %? is internally coverable iff there is a tournament (X, P) for which 
P internally covers V, some insight into internal coverability can be gained 
from the literature on tournaments. 
Fix n, and let T, denote a tournament on n points. The Kendall-Smith 
theorem for cyclic triples [2] tells us that among all T, the maximum 
number of cyclic triples that T, can possess is g(n) = (n3 - n)/24 if n is 
odd, and g(n) = (n3 - 4n)/24 if y1 is even. If T, = (X, P) and more than 
g(n) distinct triples from X are specified, then P must be transitive on at 
least one of these. Hence if % contains more than g(\ X 1) C for which 
( C 1 = 3, then %? is not internally coverable. This is the case with g,, of the 
preceding section: with j X 1 = 4, g(4) = 2, and g0 contains three distinct 
triples. On the other hand, by appropriate choice of the C E %, it may be 
possible to have less than g(( X I) triples in V that prevent internal cover- 
ability. A case in point is a3 of Section 4, which consists of five triples on 
six points. In this case g(6) = 8 but a3, with only five triples, is not 
internally coverable. 
Stearns [6] observes that, for every T, = (X, P), there is a Y C X with 
/ Y / > [log, n] + 1 such that P is transitive on Y. And for II > 14, Reid 
and Parker [4] sharpen this by proving that P is transitive on some Y C X 
for which / Y I 3 [log,(16n/7)]. Hence if % contains every subset of X that 
has [log, / X I] + 1 points, or if %? contains every subset of X that has 
[log,(16 I X j/7)] when I X 1 3 14, then b: is not internally coverable. 
Further discussion of transitive subtournaments is given by Erdiis and 
Moser [l], Moon [3], and Spencer 151. 
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Strong connectedness provides another link to internal coverability. 
With respect to a tournament T = (X, P), a subset Y C % is internally 
strong iff there is a P-path from x E Y to y E Y the points of which are all 
in Y, for every x # y in Y. Clearly, if there exists a tournament (X, P) 
for which each C is internally strong, then P internally covers 59. On the 
other hand, V = ({a, X, y}, (b, x: yj, (c, X, yj, {a, b, c, x}> shows that there 
are internally coverable %’ for which there is no tournament (X, P) TOT 
which each C E g is internally strong. 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR COVERABILITY 
This section focuses on several sufficient conditions for internal 
coverability. These will be used later in an analysis of internal coverability 
for g with j VZ 1 < 5. As before, X = lJ (C: C E Vj. 
I.EMMA 1. If X can be partitioned into A, ) A,, A, such that, for each 
C E g, Ai n C # m for i = 1,2, 3, then VT is internally coverable. 
Proof. When A, , A,, and A3 exist as specified, take A,PA, (i.e., x&l 
for all x E A, and y E A& A,PA, and A,PA, . Thus P is asymmetric and 
internally covers 59. 
The next result relates the internal coverability of G? to the internal 
coverability of subsets of ‘3. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose j %? j = m > I and every %:’ C %? with 19:’ j = 
m - 1 is internally coverable. Then 59 is internally coverable I$ any one of 
the following holds: 
(i) one C E <?? equals the union of o ther C E g; 
(ii) there is mz x E Xsuch that x is in exactIy ore set in Y; 
(iii) there are distinct points x, y E X such that, for all C E V5 x E G $f 
yE G. 
Proofs. (i) This follows from the obvious fact that if Ci C P(C,) for 
i = I,...: k then lJ,“=, Ci _C lJF=, P(G) = P(&l CL). 
(ii) Let the hypotheses of the theorem hold, suppose x E C E 9? and 
x $ X - C, and take $7’ = V - (C). Let asymmetric P on r,J (C: C E V> 
internally cover v’, and take 3 = C - (xl. If yPz for no y, z E B, P is 
easily augmented to P’ on X (by having P’ cycle around C, for example) so 
that P’ internally covers %?. If yPz for some y, z E ) add zP’x and xP’y 
for all y’ E C - (x, z) to P to give P’ on X, Clearly C C: P’(C). 
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(iii) Let the hypotheses of tl!re theorem hold and suppose there are 
distinct x and y in X such that x E C iff y E C, for all C E %. Define PI on X 
by PI = I@, UN U i( Y, 2): z E X - b, Y>> u Hz, xl: z E: X - ix, YII. Then, 
with V’ the subset of %Y which involves x (and hence y), PI internally 
covers V’. Moreover, if x $ C (with C E % - U‘) then a, b E C * (a, b) 4 PI 
and (b, a) &PI . Hence, with V the subset of %? which does not involve x, 
our hypotheses imply that there is a Pz on X that internally covers V’, with 
PI n P2 = m and PI u P2 asymmetric, provided that V’ + o. If %‘” = o 
then PI covers V, and if V’ f o then PI u Pz covers V = %‘I u %‘I’. 
We omit the easy proof of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If 9 - {C> is internally coverable but %T is not, then there is 
(an asymmetric) P on X that internally covers V - (C) andfor which there 
is exactly one x E C such that yPx for no y E C. 
This lemma is used in proving 
LEMMA 3. Given V and x E X let %?’ = (C’: C E %?I where, for each 
C~%,C=Cifx+kCandC’=C-{x)otherwise.$,fjC[>3forall 
C E V and if there is a C’ E %T’ such that x was removedfrom C to obtain C 
andsuch that W - (C’> is internally coverable, then %? is internally coverable. 
Proof. Let all the hypotheses hold. If V’ itself is internally coverable, 
then %? surely is. Suppose then that %?’ is not internally coverable. Let 
x’ = u {C’: c’ E w>. By Lemma 2 let P’ on X’ internally cover V’ - (C> 
with y the only element in C’ for which zP’y for no z E C’. Let P on X 
equal P’ plus (x, y) plus (z, x) for all z E X’ - { y>. Then P internally 
covers g. 
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS FOR SMALL j +Z 1 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for internal coverability are known 
only for small values of / V I. These conditions are identified by the 
“bad sets” g6 that are not internally coverable. The B’i used for j V i < 5 
when ) C ) > 3 for all C are 
go = ((a, b, 4, {b, G 4, ia, c, xl>, 
Bl = (ia, b, xl, ia, c, 4, tb, 4 -4, tc, 4 4, Ia, b, c, 4-, 
% = {ia, x, ~1, ib, x, ~1, {c, x, ~1, Ia, b, c, xl, {a, b, c, Y>>, 
g3 = Ha, b, xl, lb, c, 4, ic, 4 xl, (4 e, xl, {a, e, $1. 
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It is easily verified that each of these is not internally coverable. For 
example: with ~?8~, if (x, u) E P then the first three sets in %z require 
(JI, a), (JI, 6), (v, c) E P so that P cannot internally cover (a, Ip, c, JI>: and if 
(vs x) E P then we require (x, a), (x, b), (x, c) E P so that P cannot inter- 
nally cover (a, b, c, x>. 
Two sets %? and 97’ of sets are isomorphic if?I there is a bijection 
fi t,j (C: C E %?I + u (C: C E V) such that V = ({f(x): x E C): C E %?I. 
THEOREM 2. If / g 1 = 2 then g is internally coverabk 13 / &i / 3 3 
for all e E %?. 
THEOREM 3. If j 9? I = 3 then %? is internally coverabk ZF / C i > 3 
for ali C E %? ar$d %2 is not isomorphic to PA, L 
THEOREM 4. If / $7 1 = 4 then %? is internally coveruble i# 1 C / 3 3 
for all C E V and no subset of 27 is isomorphic to gO . 
THEOREM 5. If / %? I = 5 then +Z is internally coverable zJ7 ! C I 3 3 
for all C E g and no subset of V is isomorphic to any one of 2Slo , 9%;. , g2 9 
and Bs ~ 
Despite the fact that no new “bad sets” are required in going from 
/ V j = 3 to I %? / = 4, some new “bad sets” are needed when we go from 
/%?1=5toj%~=6.Twoofthesefor1%?!=6are 
the latter of which follows the theme of aI ~ 
A proof of Theorem 4 is given in the next section, and remarks on the 
proof of Theorem 5 are in the final section. Since any (C) with I C / > 3 
is internally coverable, Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem l(ii). To prove Theorem 3 let / %? / = 3 with I C j 3 3 for 
each C E %‘, and assume that V is not internally coverable. With 
g = (Cl ) C, , C,}, it follows from Theorem 2 and Theorem l&ii) that 
Cl C C, w  C3, C, C C, u C, and C, C C, ?i C, , where C denotes proper 
inclusion. Letting A = (x: x E Cl n C, n Cs}, B = (x: x E C, n C, and 
x $ C’,>, C = (x: x E C, n C, and x $ C,>, and D = (x: x E Cz 17 C8 and 
s: $ Cl;), it follows that A u B u C v D = X and by Theorem I(iii) that 
IAl = IBI = jCj = IDI = 1.Hence@isisomorphicto98fi,. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
To prove Theorem 4 we take 1 V 1 = 4 with %? = {C, , C, , C, , CJ and 
assume that / Ci 1 3 3 for each i and that no subset of %? is isomorphic to 
9Y0 . Under these conditions we search for “bad sets” that prevent internal 
coverability and show that there are none. Clearly, X 3 5 is required by 
our hypotheses. 
We begin by using Lemma 3. Suppose first that there is an x E X and an 
i E {1,2, 3,4}, say i = 4 for definiteness, such that when %?’ is defined as 
in Lemma 3, / Ci 1 > 3 for i = 1,2,3. Then, by Lemma 3 and Theorem 3, 
%? is internally coverable unless {C,‘, C,‘, C,‘) is isomorphic to g,, . Assume 
then that isomorphism holds with 
G’ = {a, 6 Y>, C,’ = ia, c, VI, G’ = lb, c, Y>. 
Since we assume that no subset of % is isomorphic to 9&, , x must be in at 
least one of C, , C, and C, : for definiteness take x E C, . Also, C, contains 
x and if it contains a point z # {a, b, c, x, y} then V is internally coverable 
by Theorem l(ii). Hence we assume X = {a, b, c, x, y]. Then, since 
j C, 1 3 3, at least two of a, 6, c and y are in C, . Thus 
C, = {a, b, x, Y>, 
C, = (a, c, y} plus perhaps x, 
C, = {b, c, y} plus perhaps x, 
C, = {x} plus at least two of a, b, c, y. 
Suppose y E C, . Lemma 1 implies coverability unless C, = (x, y, c}, in which 
case $? is internally covered by P = (ab, bx, xa, ay, by, xy, cx, ca, cb, yc>. 
If y $ C, , at least one of a, b must be in C,: assume a E C, for definiteness; 
then P = {ab, bx, xa, ya, yb, xy, cx, ac, bc, cy} internally covers %‘. 
This completes the direct use of Lemma 3. Assume henceforth that there 
is no x E X such that when V’ is formed as in Lemma 3 and when x E Ci , 
it is true that j Ci’ I 3 3 for all j # i. It follows easily that (by removing 
any point) at least two I Ci’ I = 2, so that two / Ci I = 3, say C, and C, . 
If %’ is not internally coverable, then, by Theorem l(i), x q! C, for some x, 
and by deletion of this point we see that some other I Ci / = 3, say i = 3. 
If some point in X is in at most one of C, , C, and C, (hence is in C, by 
Theorem l(ii)) then / C, j = 3 also; if there is no such point then 
Theorem l(ii) requires 1 X I < 4, which is false. Hence / Ci I = 3 for all i. 
Assume henceforth that I Ci I = 3 for all i, and first take / X I = 5. 
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If X = C, u C, for no i, j then Theorem I(n) or Theorem I(iii) implies 
coverability. On the other hand, if two of the four Ci contain a12 points 
in X, say X = C, v C, , then with X = (ar) b, c, X, yl we obtain (up to 
isomorphism and using Theorem 1 to try to prevent coverability) 
G = la, b, 4 
C, =I (b, x> plus one of a, c, y, 
C, = {c, y> plus one of a, 5, X. 
To prevent coverability under Lemma 1, a carmot be in both C3 and C, _ 
Suppose a E C, and b E C4 . Then P = (ab, bc, ca, bx, xa, yx, ck~;, cy, yb) 
internally covers V. If a E C, and x E C, , we have isomor~bism with the 
preceding case under a --j a, b -+ x, x + b, c -+ y, y --+ c. Finally, if a is 
in neither C, nor C, then (up to isomorphism and using Theorem l(iii)) 
we get, say, y E C3 and b E C, , which results from the a E C, & b E Cd case 
by the mapping a -+y, y-a, b-+b, c+c, x+x. Thus, if 5f2 is not 
internally coverable under the hypotheses of the preceding paragraph, 
then 1x1 > 5. 
Hence, continuing with / Ci / = 3 for all i, suppose next that / X / = 6. 
The only way this can occur without establishing cover-ability under 
Theorem I(ii) and (iii) is to have 27 isomorphic to ((a, b, c), {a, x, y>, 
<b6, y, z], (c, X, z)), in which case coverability follows from Lemma 1. 
Finally, if j X / > 6 and / Ci / = 3 for all i, coverability follows from 
Theorem 1 (ii). 
6. THEOREM 5 
The proof of Theorem 5 proceeds much like the proof of Theorem 4 
with a systematic search for “bad sets.” Owing to its length and tedium it 
will not be detailed here but is available from the author on request. In 
addition to the results of Section 3 and Theorem 4, the proof of Theore 
uses two other intermediate results. The first is: if g can be partitioned into 
non-empty VI and V2 such that C E VI and c’ E %, 3 j C IY C’ I < I9 and 
if each of VI and g2 is internally coverable, then %? is internally coverable. 
Second, if one C E % is such that 1 C n C’ j < I for ah 6’ E 97 except 
perhaps for one c’ for which j C n C’ j = 2, and if V - {C) is internally 
coverable, then a minimal cover P for $7 - (C) will have at most one edge 
in C and thus if j C J > 3 then %’ is internally coverable. 
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